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Abstract

Several methods for computing the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive

de�nite Toeplitz matrix are presented� They converge from the left to the

minimum eigenvalue� and they rely on Newton�s method and interpolation of

the characteristic polynomial with no need for introductory bisection steps�

The methods are conceptually much simpler than the ones introduced by the

same authors based on rational interpolation of the secular equation�

Keywords Toeplitz matrix� eigenvalue problem

� Introduction

In this report we present several methods for computing the smallest eigenvalue ��
of a symmetric and positive de�nite Toeplitz matrix T which are based on New�
ton�s method for the characteristic polynomial and on interpolation� This problem
is of considerable interest in signal processing� Given the covariance sequence of
the observed data� Pisarenko ��� suggested a method which determines the sinu�
soidal frequencies from the eigenvector of the covariance matrix associated with the
minimum eigenvalue of T �

Several approaches have been reported in the literature for computing the minimal
eigenvalue of a real symmetric Toeplitz matrix� Cybenko and Van Loan �	� intro�
duced an algorithm which is a combination of a bisection method and Newton�s
method for the secular equation� and which was generalized to the computation
of the complete spectrum by Trench �	
� and by Noor and Morgera ���� In recent
papers ���� �	� the authors presented a generalization of this approach where the
Newton method is replaced by a root �nding method based on rational Hermitian
interpolation of the secular equation� and a further generalization in ��� where the

	



method in ��� is shown to be equivalent to a projection method� Finally the second
author in �		� took advantage of symmetry properties of the eigenvectors to improve
the methods from ��� and ����

Mastronardi and Boley ��� considered the Newton method for the characteristic
equation� The advantage over the methods above is that it does not need a bisection
phase to determine a suitable initial approximation for Newton�s method but with
the initial guess �� � 
 it converges from the left to the smallest eigenvalue� The
disadvantageous� however� is that the initial steps of Newtons�s method usually yield
only little progress� Moreover the cost of the modi�ed Durban algorithm involved
in every step of Mastonardi and Boley�s method is about �n� �ops whereas the cost
of one step of the methods mentioned in the last paragraph is only about n� �ops�

In this report we discuss several improvements of the method of Mastronardi and
Boley� It is organized as follows� In Section  we brie�y sketch a modi�ed version of
Mastronardi and Boley�s approach as well as the secant method for the characteristic
polynomial� Both methods are accelerated substantially by a double step strategy
based on a theorem due to Stoer� In Section � we take advantage of previous Newton
or secant steps� and we use Hermitian interpolation to enhance these methods� The
paper closes with concluding remarks and an Appendix containing listings of all
MATLAB functions used in the methods of this paper�

� Newton type methods for the characteristic

polynomial

Let Tn � IR�n�n� be a symmetric positive de�nite Toeplitz matrix� We assume that
the diagonal is normalized to 	� and we denote the principal submatrices of Tn by

Tj �

�
B�

	 t� t� � � � tj�� tj��
t� 	 t� � � � tj�� tj��
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
tj�� tj�� tj�� � � � t� 	

�
CA � IR�j�j��

We also use
t�j� �� �t� � t� � � � � � tj�� � tj�

T

to denote the entries of Tj�� omitting the diagonal entry 	�

Let
���Tj� � ���Tj� � � � � � �j�Tj�

be the eigenvalues of Tj ordered by magnitude� Then the following interlacing prop�
erty holds

�i�Tj��� � �i�Tj� � �i���Tj���� 	 � i � j � n�

If � is not an eigenvalue of Tj then

Tj�� � �Ij�� �

�
	� � � �t�j��T

t�j� � Tj � �Ij

�





�
�
	� � � �t�j��T �Tj � �Ij���t�j� � �t�j��T �Tj � �Ij���


 � Ij

� �
	 � 
T

t�j� � Tj � �Ij

�
�

Hence� if � is not in the spectrum of any of the principal submatrices Tj� j �
	� � � � � n� 	� then the characteristic polynomials

�j��� �� det�Tj � �Ij�

of Tj satisfy the recurrence relation

�j����� � �j����	 � � � �t�j��T �Tj � �Ij�
��t�j��� 	 � j � n� 	� �	�

and for the derivatives it holds that

��j����� � ��j����	��� �t�j��T �Tj��Ij�
��t�j����j����	�k�Tj��Ij�

��t�j�k���� ��

Durbin�s algorithm for the Yule�Walker system �cf���� p� 	�� ��

�Tn�� � �In���y
�n��� � �t�n���

yields a lower triangular matrix

Ln �

�
B�

	 
 � � � 

��� 	 � � � 

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�n� �n� � � � 	

�
CA

such that
Ln�Tn � �In�L

T
n � diagf	� ��� � � � � �n��g� ���

Hence� the characteristic polynomial �n��� can be evaluated using Durbin�s algo�
rithm� The cost of one evaluation is n� �ops�

��� Newton�s method

For the characteristic polynomial

�i��� ��
iY

j��

��j�Ti�� ��

of Ti it obviously holds that

�
��k�
i ��� � 
� for every � 	 ���Ti� and k � i ���

and
�
��k���
i ��� 	 
 for every � 	 ���Ti� and k � 	 � i� ���

In particular �n is convex and monotonely decreasing for � 	 ���Tn�� and therefore
Newton�s method converges from the left to the smallest eigenvalue of Tn for every
initial value �� 	 ���Tn��

�



Along with the computation of the matrix Ln Durbin�s algorithm yields the solutions
y�j� of the the linear systems

�Tj � �Ij�y
�j���� � �t�j�� j � 	� � � � � n� 	�

Hence� evaluating ky�j����k��� j � 	� � � � � n�	� �i�e� with n� additional �ops� Durbin�s
algorithm can be modi�ed such that ��n��� is obtained as well� and a Newton step
for the characteristic polynomial can be performed requiring �n� �ops�

Mastronardi and Boley ��� observed that in the modi�ed Durbin algorithm �n���
and ��n��� need not be computed explicitely but that a recurrence relation holds for
the rational function 
n��� �� �n������n���� From �	� and �� it follows that

	


j��
�

	


j

� 	 � ky�j����k��
	� � � �t�j��Ty�j����

� ���

Mastronardi and Boley claim that it is preferable to use this recurrence relation
to avoid cancelation� However� in our numerical experiments we did not observe
unstable behaviour for the separate calculation of �n��� and ��n����

An error bound for the Newton iterates can be obtained in the following way� Let

w ��
�

	
y�n������

�
� y�n������ �� ��Tn�� � �In���

��t�n����

Then the Rayleigh quotient is given by

R�w� �
wTTnw

kwk��
�

	 � �t�n����Ty�n������ � �ky�n������k��
	 � ky�n������k��

� � �
	� �� �t�n����Ty�n������

	 � ky�n������k��
�

Notice that

ky�n������k and ���� �� 	 � �� �t�n����Ty�n������

were already determined in the generalized Durbin algorithm� Hence the error
bounds

�k�� � �k � 
n��k� � ���Tn� � �k �
���k�

	 � ky�n�����k�k��
���

are free� Mastronardi and Boley proved the error estimation

���Tn�� �k�� � ���k�

and adopted it in their stopping criterion� Obviously this is less accurate than

���Tn�� �k�� � ���k�

	 � ky�n�����k�k��
� 
n

which is obtained from the inclusion ����

The following function is a MATLAB realization of Newton�s method for the char�
acteristic equation�

�



function lambda�nm�t�n�tol��

� Newton�s method for computing the minimum eigenvalue of a symmetric

� positive definite Toeplitz matrix which is normalized by t��	


� Iteration is terminated if the relative error is less than tol

� Uses function N�STEP to determine a Newton increment


�

lambda���

err�tol�	�

while err  tol

�phi�normy�beta��n�step�lambda�t�n��

lambda�lambda�phi�

err��beta��	�normy��phi��lambda�

end

The Newton increment is obtained from the function�

function �phi�normy�beta��n�step�lambda�t�n��

� n�step determines the Newton increment for the characteristic

� polynomial using Durbin�s algorithm

�

beta�	�lambda�

phi��	�beta�

alpha � �t�	��beta�

for i�	�n�	

if i  	

alpha � ��t�i� � flipud�y�	�i�	����t�	�i�	���beta�

y�	�i�	��y�	�i�	��alpha�flipud�y�	�i�	���

end

y�i��alpha�

beta � beta��	�alpha����

normy�y�	�i���y�	�i��

phi � phi��	�normy��beta�

end

phi�	�phi�

The quadratic convergence of Newton�s method does not mean that the convergence
is fast� It may converge slowly in the beginning if the initial value �� is far from the
smallest root of �n or if the slope of �n is very large� There are Toeplitz matrices of
the type that we consider in our numerical examples of dimension ��� that needed
� Newton steps to obtain an approximation of the smallest eigenvalue with relative
error less than 	
�	� There were examples of dimension �	 that even took �� Newton
steps to get an approximation of the same accuracy�

The global behaviour of Newton�s method can be improved considerably by the
following theorem due to Stoer�

�



Theorem � �Stoer and Bulirsch ���� p� ���
Let ���� be a polynomial of degree n � � all roots of which are real� �� � �� �
� � � � �n� Let �� be the smallest root of ������ Then for every � 	 �� the numbers

�� �� �� ����

�����
�  �� � � 

����

�����
� � ��  � ���

����

are well de�ned and satisfy
 	 ��� ���

�� � � � ��� ���

Theorem 	 suggests the following acceleration of Newton�s method by a double step
strategy� Newton double steps

�k�� �� �k � 
�n��k�

��n��k�

are performed until �k�� � ���Tn�� which can be detected by the sign of the Newton
increment� Then the method switches to the original Newton method�

function lambda�dnm�t�n�tol��

� Double step Newton method for computing the smallest eigenvalue

� of a symmetric and positive definite Toeplitz matrix which is

� normalized by t��	
 Simple Newton steps are used after an iterate

� is larger than the smallest eigenvalue


� The iteration is terminated if the relative error is less than tol


� Uses function N�STEP that evaluates a Newton increment

�

lambda���

err�tol�	�

fac � ��

while err  tol

�phi�normy�beta��n�step�lambda�t�n��

if ��fac���� � �phi  ���

fac�	� end

err��beta��	�normy��phi���lambda�phi��

lambda�lambda�fac�phi�

end�

Example�
To test the improvement we considered Toeplitz matrices

T � m
nX

k��

�kT���k �	
�

�



where m is chosen such that the diagonal of T is normalized to 	�

T� � �tij� � �cos���i� j���

and �k and �k are uniformly distributed random numbers taken from �
� 	� �cf� Cy�
benko� Van Loan �	���

Table 	 contains the average number of �ops and the average number of modi�ed
Durbin steps needed to determine the smallest eigenvalue in 	

 test problems with
each of the dimensions n � �� ��� 	�� �� and �	 for Newton�s method and the
double step Newton method� The iteration was terminated if the relative error was
less than 	
�	�

dimension Newton�s method double step
�ops steps �ops steps

� ���� E
� ���� 	���� E
� ����
�� 	�
�	 E
� ���	 ����	 E
� ���

	� ���� E
� ���� ���� E
� ����
�� 	��� E
� ���� 	��
� E
� ����
�	 ��
�� E
� 		��� ����
 E
� ��
�

Tab� �� Newton�s method and double step Newton method

Mastronardi and Boley ��� reported a slower growth of the average number of New�
ton steps� Notice however� that they adopted the stopping criterion that the absolute
error is less than a given tolerance� Since the average of the smallest eigenvalues de�
creases with the dimension for the test matrices under consideration this means that
the relative errors of the eigenvalue approximations increase with the dimensions in
their tests�

��� Secant method

We already mentioned that one evaluation of the characteristic polynomial essen�
tially costs n� �ops and that the evaluation of its derivative needs additional n�

�ops� Two steps of Newton�s method therefore require the same cost as three steps
of the secant method�

Since the order of convergence of the secant method is 
���	 �
p
�� three steps of

the secant method yield the improvement

j��k�� � ��j � C�

�
j��k � ��j��
���

p

�
	�

� C�j��k � ��j��
p



for some constant C� whereas for two steps of Newton�s method we obtain

j�k�� � ��j � C�j�k � ��j��

�



Hence� asymptotically it should pay to replace Newton�s method by the secant
method�

If the initial values ��� and ��� of the secant method satisfy ��� 	 ��� 	 �� then by
the monotonicity and convexity of �n the sequence

��k�� � ��k � ��k � ��k��
����k�� ����k���

����k�

converges monotonely increasing to ��� Suitable initial values can be obtained by
one step of Newton�s method as ��� � 
 and ��� � ��n�
����n�
��

The following MATLAB function uses the functions CHARAC and CHARACD
which are nearly identical to N STEP� Instead of updating 
 �� ���� they evaluate
the characteristic polynomial and its derivative recurrently�

function lambda�sm�t�n�tol��

� Secant method for computing the minimum eigenvalue of a symmetric

� positive definite Toeplitz matrix which is normalized by t��	


� Iteration is terminated if the relative error is less than tol


� Uses function CHARAC which evaluates the characteristic polynomial

� and CHARACD which additionally determines its derivative


�

la����

err�tol�	�

�f��df�normy�beta��characd���t�n��

lambda��f��df�

while �err  tol�

�f�normy�beta��charac�lambda�t�n��

h��lambda�la���f��f�f���

f��f� la��lambda� lambda�lambda�h�

err��beta��	�normy��h��lambda�

end

Obviously for ��k�� 	 ��k 	 ���Tn� it holds that

��k�� 	 ��k � �n���k�

��n���k�
�

Therefore the following corollary analogous to Theorem 	 follows immediately from
Theorem 	�

Corollary �

Let ���� be a polynomial of degree n � � all roots of which are real� �� � �� �
� � � � �n� Let �� be the smallest root of ������ Then for every �k�� 	 �k 	 �� the
numbers

�� �� �k � �k � �k��
���k�� ���k���

���k��

�



 �� �k � 
�k � �k��

���k�� ���k���
���k�� � ��  �  � �k

���� ���k�
���

are well de�ned and  satis�es
 	 ��� �		�

If  	 �� then  	  � 	 ��� else �� � � �  or �� 	 � 	 �

Corollary  suggests a similar acceleration of the secant method as before for New�
ton�s method� Secant double steps are executed as long as the increments of the
secant method are positive� After an approximation is reached which is larger than
the smallest eigenvalue ���Tn� the method switches to the usual secant steps�

function lambda�dsm�t�n�tol��

� Double step secant method for computing the minimum eigenvalue

� of a symmetric positive definite Toeplitz matrix which is

� normalized by t��	


� Iteration is terminated if the relative error is less than tol


� Uses function CHARAC that evaluates the characteristic polynomial

� of T and CHARACD which additionally determines its derivative

�

la����

err�tol�	�

fac���

�f��df�normy�beta��characd���t�n��

lambda����f��df�

while �err  tol�

�f�normy�beta��charac�lambda�t�n��

h��lambda�la���f��f�f���

if ��fac���� � �h���

fac�	� end�

if h � �

if lambda � la�

err��h�lambda�

else

err��beta��	�normy��h���lambda�h�� end

else

if lambda  la�

err��lambda�h��max�la��	e�����	�

else

err�h��lambda�h�� end�

end�

f��f� la��lambda� lambda�lambda�fac�h�

end�

Example�
For the same test problems as in the last section the secant method needs the average
numbers of �ops and of iteration steps in Table �

�



dimension secant method double step
�ops steps �ops steps

� ���� E
� 	
�� �	�� E
� ��
	
�� 	�
�� E
� 		��� ����� E
� ���

	� ��

� E
� 		�� ���
 E
� ���
�� 	��� E
� 	��� 	��	
 E
� 	
�	
�	 ����	 E
� 	��� ����� E
� 		��	

Tab� �� Secant method and double step secant method

� Methods based on interpolation

��� Hermitian interpolation of the characteristic polynomial

One disadvantage of Newton�s method and of the secant method is that they only
use the last or the last two iterates but they do not take advantage of previous steps�

One way of exploiting the information about the characteristic polynomial that were
gathered in the preceding iterations is to use Hermitian interpolation� This suggests
the following method�

	� Let �� �� 
� �� �� �n�
�� ��� �� ��n�
��

� for k � 	� � �� � � � until convergence do

�i� let pk � ��k�� be the polynomial satisfying the Hermitian interpolation
conditions

pk��j� � �j � p
�
k��j� � ��j � j � 	� � � � � k� �	�

�ii� let �k�� be the smallest root of pk in ��k� ���Tn���

�k�� � �n��k���� �
�
k�� �� �n��k����

In exact arithmetic the method is well de�ned� This follows from

Theorem �

Let 
 � �� 	 �� 	 � � � 	 �k 	 ���Tn�� and let pk � ��k�� be the polynomial of degree
k� 	 satisfying the Hermitian interpolation conditions ����� Then pk has a root in
��k� ���Tn���

Proof� By the error representation of Hermitian interpolation polynomials for every
� � ��k� ���Tn�� there exists � � �
� ���Tn�� such that

�n���� pk��� �
���k�
n ���

�k��

kY
j��

��� �k�
��

	




Hence� from equation ��� we obtain

�n��� � pk��� � 
 for every � � ��k� ���Tn���

which implies

pk��k� � �n��k� � 
 � �n����Tn�� � pk����Tn���

In most of our examples the method works quite well� and it is much faster than
Newton�s method� However� in �nite precision arithmetic it may show unstable be�
haviour if polynomials of high degrees are involved� For instance in the example of
dimension �	 which needed �� Newton steps the Hermitian interpolation polyno�
mial p�� of degree �� after 	� iteration steps has no root which is greater than ����
We modi�ed the algorithm in the following way� For �xed m � 	 and k � m we
replaced pk by a polynomial of degree m�	 satisfying the interpolation conditions

p��j� � �n��j�� p
���j� � ��n��j�� j � k �m� 	� � � � � k�

and determined �k�� as the smallest root of p in the interval ��k� ���Tn���

function �la�nn��herm�t�n�m�tol��

� Hermitian interpolation of the characteristic polynomial

� for computing the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive

� definite Toeplitz matrix which is normalized by t��	


� Maximum degree of interpolation polynomials is m


� Iteration is terminated if the relative error is less than tol


� Uses function CHARACD that evaluates the characteristic polynomial

� and NAHERM for evaluating the Hermitian interpolation polynomial


�

x�	����

err�tol�	�

nn���

while err  tol

nn�nn�	�

�f�nn��df�nn��normy�beta��characd�x�nn��t�n��

h��f�nn��df�nn��

la�x�nn��h�

err��beta��	�normy��h���la�h��

if err  tol

if nn  	

la��x�nn��

f��f�nn��

mm�min�nn�	�m�	��

while abs�h��la	e��

f	�naherm�la�x�nn�mm�nn��f�nn�mm�nn��df�nn�mm�nn��mm�	��

h��la�la���f	��f	�f���

		



f��f	� la��la� la�la�h�

end�

end�

x�nn�	��la�

end

end

Example�
For the set of test examples we obtained the following average numbers of �ops and
of evaluations of �n� For n � �	 in one example the full interpolation scheme failed�
In parentheses we added the average numbers of �ops and of evaluations of �n for
the remaining �� test examples�

dimension m�� m�	
 m�n
�ops steps �ops steps �ops steps

� 	��� E
� ���� 	��
 E
� ���
 	��
 E
� ���

�� ���� E
� ���� ����
 E
� �� ����
 E
� ��

	� ���	 E
� ��
	 ��� E
� ���� ��� E
� ����
�� 	�
�� E
� ���
 	�
�� E
� ��� 	�
�� E
� ���
�	 ��

� E
� ��� ����
 E
� ��	� failed
��	 ���
� E
� ��	 ����� E
� ���� ���� E
� ���
�

Tab� �� Hermitian interpolation

��� Interpolation bounds

A di�erent way of taking advantage of approximations �j of �� from previous it�
eration steps is to apply the double step Newton method until an upper bound
�k � ���Tn� is obtained� Then the interpolation polynomial p of degree k � 	
satisfying the conditions

p��j� � �n��j�� p
���j� � �n��j�� j � 	� � � � � k�

has a root �k�� � ��k��� �k�� For every � � ���� �k� the error representation of p
yields the existence of some � � ���� �k� such that

�n���� p��� �
���k�
n ���

�k��

kY
j��

��� �j�
��

By Theorem 	 �k is less than the smallest root of ��n� Hence� from inequality ���
one gets

p��� � �n��� for every � � ��k��� �k�

and therefore �k�� � ���Tn��

	



Let �p be the interpolation polynomial of degree k �  that satis�es the conditions

�p���� � �n����� �p��j� � �n��j�� �p���j� � ��n��j�� j � � � � � � k�

Then for every � � ��k��� �k� there exists �� � ���� �k� such that

�n��� � �p��� �
���k���
n ���

�k � 	��
�� � ���

kY
j��

�� � �j�
��

Inequality ��� implies

�n��� � �p��� for every � � ��k��� �k��

Thus� every root ��k�� � ��k��� �k� of �p is an upper bound of ���Tn��

Since the degrees k�	 and k� are relatively small compared to the dimension n
we obtain an error bound at negligible cost� If this bound does not satisfy our accu�
racy requirements we evaluate �n��k��� and ��n��k��� and repeat the interpolations
with the additional knot �k���

The following MATLAB function uses the pegasus method to determine the root of
the polynomials p and �p� respectively� p��� � �n��� implies that for p the maximum
knot which is smaller than ���Tn� and any upper bound of ���Tn� are suitable initial
values of the pegasus method� Similarly �p attains di�erent signs at any lower bound
of ���Tn� and at �k � ���Tn��

function �lambda�nn��dnm�h�t�n�tol��

� dnm�h determines the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive

� definite Toeplitz matrix using double step Newton�s method until

� a parameter  lambda is reached
 After that the approximations are

� improved by Hermitian interpolation of the characteristic

� polynomial
 Iteration is terminated if the relative error is

� smaller than tol


� Uses function CHARACD to evaluate the characteristic polynomial

� and its derivative� and functions NAHERM and NAHERMM to evaluate

� Hermitian interpolation polynomials p and p� by Neville�Aitken�s

� method


�

x�	����

�f�	��df�	��normy�beta��characd���t�n��

x�������f�	��df�	��

nn�	�

while f�nn�  �

nn�nn�	�

�f�nn��df�nn��normy�beta��characd�x�nn��t�n��

if f�nn�  �

x�nn�	��x�nn����f�nn��df�nn�� end�

	�



end�

phi�f�nn��df�nn��

err��beta��	�normy��phi���x�nn��phi��

la�l�x�nn�	��

la�r�min�x�nn��x�nn��beta��	�normy���

la�rr�x�nn��

while err  tol

la	�la�l� f	�nah�la	�x�f�df�nn��

la��la�r� f��nah�la��x�f�df�nn��

while abs�la��la	��max�la	�	e����  	e��

la��la���la��la	��f���f��f	��

f��nah�la��x�f�df�nn��

if sign�f���sign�f�� � �

la	�la��la��la��f	�f��f��f��

else

la��la��tau�min��
��f���f��f����f	�tau�f	�f��f�� end�

end�

la�l�min�la	�la���

la	�la�l� f	�nahm�la	�x�f�df�nn��

la��la�rr� f��nahm�la��x�f�df�nn��

while abs�la��la	��la	  	e��

la��la���la��la	��f���f��f	��

f��nahm�la��x�f�df�nn��

if sign�f���sign�f�� � �

la	�la��la��la��f	�f��f��f��

else

la��la��tau�min�f���f��f����
���f	�tau�f	�f��f�� end�

end�

la�r�max�la	�la���

err��la�r�la�l��la�l�

if err  tol

nn�nn�	�

x�nn��la�l�

�f�nn��df�nn��normy�beta��characd�x�nn��t�n��

end�

end�

lambda�la�l�

Assume again that
�� 	 �� 	 � � � 	 �k�� 	 ���Tn� 	 �k

are determined by the double step secant method of subsection �� Let p be the
polynomial of degree k � 	 which satis�es the Lagrangian interpolation conditions

p��j� � �n��j�� j � 	� � � � � k�

	�



If � � ���� �k� then for some � � ���� �k� the error representation

�n��� � p��� �
��k�
n ���

k�

kY
j��

�� � �j� ��
��k�
n ���

k�
w���

holds�

Since w��� � 
 for � � ��k��� �k� we obtain

�n���



� p��� if k is even
� p��� if k is odd

�

If �p denotes the polynomial of degree k that satis�es the conditions

�p����� � ��n���� and �p��j� � �n��j�� j � 	� � � � � k�

�notice that the initial step is a double Newton step and therefore ��n���� is available�
then we obtain from the error representation

�n���� �p��� �
��k���
n ����

k�
�� � ���

�
kY

j��

��� �j� ��
��k���
n ����

k�
�w���

in a similar way as above

�n���



� �p��� if k is odd
� �p��� if k is even

�

Hence in any case the roots of the polynomials p and �p yield an inclusion of the
smallest eigenvalue ���Tn�� On this observation we base the following procedure�

function �lambda�nn��dsm�l�t�n�tol��

� dsm�l determines the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive

� definite Toeplitz matrix
 Using a double Newton step and subsequent

� double secant steps parameters x�	��x����


�x�nn��lambda�x�nn�	�

� are determined
 The bounds are improved by Lagrangian interpolation

� polynomials
 The iteration is terminate if the relative error is

� less than tol


� Uses functions CHARAC and CHARACD to evaluate the characteristic

� polynomial and additionally its derivative
 Uses PEGASUS	 and

� PEGASUS� to determine a root of interpolation polynomials by the

� pegasus method


�

x�	����

nn�	�

� double Newton step

�f�	��df�normy�beta��characd���t�n��

h�f�	��df�

	�



x�������h�

� double step secant steps

while h � �

nn�nn�	�

�f�nn��normy�beta��charac�x�nn��t�n��

h��x�nn��x�nn�	���f�nn���f�nn��f�nn�	���

x�nn�	��x�nn����h�

end�

la�rr�x�nn��

la�l�x�nn�	��

la�ll�la�l�

la�r�min��
���x�nn��x�nn�	���x�nn��beta��	�normy���

err��la�r�la�l��max�la�l�	e�����

� Lagrangian interpolation steps

while err  tol

�la	�la���pegasus	�la�ll�la�rr�x�f�nn��

if nn �� ��round��
��nn�

la�r�la��

�la	�la���pegasus��la�ll�la�r�x�f�df�nn��

la�l�la	�

else

la�l�la	�

�la	�la���pegasus��la�l�la�rr�x�f�df�nn��

la�r�la��

end�

x�nn�	��la�l�

err��la�r�la�l��la�l�

if err  tol

nn�nn�	�

�f�nn��normy�beta��charac�x�nn��t�n��

la�ll�x�nn��

end�

end�

lambda�la�l�

Example�

dimension double step Newton method double step secant method
�ops steps �ops steps

� 	���	 E
� ���� 	���� E
� ���	
�� ��	
� E
� ���� ���
� E
� ����
	� �

� E
� ��
� ��� E
� ���
�� ����
 E
� ���
 ���� E
� ����
�	 ����� E
� ���� ���	� E
� ���

Tab� �� Double step methods improved by interpolation

	�



� Concluding remarks

We have presented several generalizations of Newton�s method for the characteris�
tic polynomial to determine the minimum eigenvalue of a symmetric and positive
de�nite Toeplitz matrix� They are conceptually much simpler than the approaches
considered in �	�� ���� ��� and �		� since they do not need a bisection phase to de�
termine a suitable initial value in the interval ����Tn�� ���Tn���� for a root �nding
method for the secular equation� On the other hand the methods in ���� ��� and �		�
are faster than the methods considered here� The following table shows the average
number of �ops and of Yule Walker systems that had to be solved in the symmetric
projection method of �		� and for comparison of the method DNM H which is the
fastest method introduced in this report�

dimension double Newton method symmetric projection method
�ops steps �ops steps

� 	���	 E
� ���� 	�		� E
� ���

�� ��	
� E
� ���� ����� E
� ���
	� �

� E
� ��
� 	���
 E
� ���	
�� ����
 E
� ���
 ���� E
� ��
�
�	 ����� E
� ���� �
 E
� ��	�

Tab� �� DNM H method and symmetric projection method

� Appendix � MATLAB functions

In this Appendix we collect some m��les that are needed in the methods of the
previous sections�

The function that evaluates the characteristic polynomial of a normalized Toeplitz
matrix is needed in SM� DSM� and DSM L�

function �f�normy�beta��charac�la�t�n��

� charac evaluates the characteristic polynomial of a

� normalized Toeplitz matrix at la


�

y�zeros�n�	�	��

beta�	�la�

f�beta�

alpha��t�	��beta�

for i�	�n�	

if i  	

alpha���t�i��flipud�y�	�i�	����t�	�i�	���beta�

y�	�i�	��y�	�i�	��alpha�flipud�y�	�i�	���

end�

	�



y�i��alpha�

beta�beta��	�alpha����

f�f�beta�

end�

normy�y��y�

The function CHARACD evaluates both� the function value and the derivative of
the characteristic polynomial� It is used in SM� DSM� HERM� DNM H� and DSM L�

function �f�df�normy�beta��characd�la�t�n��

� charpol evaluates the characteristic polynomial of

� a normalized Toeplitz matrix and its derivative at la


�

y�zeros�n�	�	��

beta�	�la�

f�beta�

df��	�

alpha��t�	��beta�

for i�	�n�	

if i  	

alpha���t�i��flipud�y�	�i�	����t�	�i�	���beta�

y�	�i�	��y�	�i�	��alpha�flipud�y�	�i�	���

end�

y�i��alpha�

normy�y�	�i���y�	�i��

beta�beta��	�alpha����

df�beta�df�f��	�normy��

f�f�beta�

end�

NAHERM evaluates the Hermitian interpolation polynomial which satis�es the in�
terpolation conditions p�xj� � fj� p

��xj� � dfj � j � 	� � � � �m� by the Neville Aitken
scheme� It is used in HERM and DNM H

function pp�naherm�z�x�f�df�m��

� Neville Aitken scheme evaluating the Hermitian

� interpolation polynomial of degree ��m�	 satisfying

� p�x�j��f�j� j�	�


�m� and p��x�j��df�j� j�	�


�m


�

for j�	�m

xx���j�	��x�j��

xx���j��x�j��

end

for j�	�m�	

	�



p���j�	��f�j��df�j���z�x�j���

p���j��f�j���f�j�	��f�j����z�x�j����x�j�	��x�j���

end�

p���m�	��f�m��df�m���z�x�m���

for k�����m�	

for j�	���m�k

p�j���p�j���z�xx�j�k���p�j�	���z�xx�j�����xx�j��xx�j�k���

end�

end�

pp�p�	��

Similarly NAHERMM evaluates the modi�ed Hermitian interpolation polynomial
where at x� only a Lagrangian condition p�x�� � f� is satis�ed� It is used in DNM H�

function pp�nahermm�z�x�f�df�m��

� Neville Aitken scheme for evaluating the modified Hermitian

� interpolation polynomial of degree ��m�� satisfying

� p�x�j��f�j� j�	�


�m� and p��x�j��df�j� j���


�m


�

xx�	��x�	��

for j���m

xx���j����x�j��

xx���j�	��x�j��

end

for j�	�m�	

p���j��f�j�	��df�j�	���z�x�j�	���

p���j�	��f�j���f�j�	��f�j����z�x�j����x�j�	��x�j���

end�

for k�����m��

for j�	���m�	�k

p�j���p�j���z�xx�j�k���p�j�	���z�xx�j�����xx�j��xx�j�k���

end�

end�

pp�p�	��

The following two functions NALAG and NALAGH evaluate the Lagrangian and
the modi�ed Lagrangian interpolation polynomial by the Neville Aitken scheme�

function pp�nalag�z�x�f�m��

� NALAG evaluates the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial that

� satisfies the conditions p�x�j��f�j� j�	�


�m


�

for j�	�m

p�j��f�j��

	�



zz�z�x�j��

for i�j�	��	�	

p�i��p�i�	���p�i��p�i�	���zz��x�i��x�j���

end�

end�

pp�p�	��

function pp�nalagh�z�x�f�df�m��

� NALAGH evaluates the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial

� satisfying p�x�j��f�j� j�	�


�m� und and additionally

� p�����df by the Neville � Aitken scheme

�

xx�	����

for j���m�	

xx�j��x�j�	��

end�

p�	��f�	��df�z�

for j���m

p�j��f�j���f�j��f�j�	����z�x�j����x�j��x�j�	���

end�

for k���m

for j�	�m�	�k

p�j���p�j���z�xx�j�k���p�j�	���z�xx�j�����xx�j��xx�j�k���

end�

end�

pp�p�	��

PEGASUS	 determines a root of the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial that sat�
is�es the conditions p�xj� � fj � j � 	� � � � � k� by the pegasus method� It is used in
DSM L�

function �la	�la���pegasus	�lal�lar�x�f�m��

� pegasus	 determines lower and upper bounds la	 und la� in the

� interval �lal�lar� of a root of the Lagrangian interpolation

� polynomial of degree m�	 satisfying p�x�j��f�j� j�	��dots�m


� Uses the function NALAG to evaluate this polynomial


�

la	�lau�la��lao�

f	�nalag�la	�x�f�m��

f��nalag�la��x�f�m��

while abs�la��la	��max�	e����la	�  	e��

la��la���la��la	��f���f��f	��

f��nalag�la��x�f�m��

if sign�f���sign�f�� �� �






if la� �� �

la	�la�

else

la	�la��la��la��

end�

elseif sign�f���sign�f�� � �

la	�la��la��la��f	�f��f��f��

else

la��la��tau�min��
��f���f��f����f	�tau�f	�f��f��

end�

end�

la��min�la	�la���

la��max�la	�la���

la	�la��

Similarly PEGASUS determines a root of the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial
which additionally satis�es the Hermitian condition p��x�� � df �

function �la	�la���pegasus��lau�lao�x�f�df�m��

� pegasus� determines lower and upper bounds la	 und la� in the

� interval �lal�lar� of a root of the Lagrangian interpolation

� polynomial of degree m�	 satisfying p�x�j��f�j� j�	��dots�m� and

� additionally p��x�	��df


� Uses the function NALAGH to evaluate this polynomial


�

la	�lau�la��lao�

f	�nalagh�la	�x�f�df�m��

f��nalagh�la��x�f�df�m��

while abs�la��la	��max�	e����la	�  	e��

la��la���la��la	��f���f��f	��

f��nalagh�la��x�f�df�m��

if sign�f���sign�f�� �� �

if f� �� �

la	�la��

else

la	�la��la��la��

end�

elseif sign�f���sign�f�� � �

la	�la��la��la��f	�f��f��f��

else

la��la��tau�min��
��f���f��f����f	�tau�f	�f��f�� end�

end�

la��min�la	�la���

la��max�la	�la���

la	�la��
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